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Response to Request By Inserm CEO
To Present, Discuss and Advise
On Issues Related to the Development of
the CRISPR/cas9 Technology
In a letter dated June 17th 2015, Inserm CEO asked the Inserm Ethics
Committee to specifically examine issues and answers questions related to
the development of the CRISPR technology, including :
1- What are the issues raised by such technology?
2- Does the rapidity in its development raise special
problems?
3- Does the ease surrounding its use require the supervision
of its implementation in the laboratory?

Main topics/differentiations identified
•
•
•
•
•
•

Research use versus medical/clinical use
Somatic cells versus germ cells
Transmissible, heritable.
Environmental impact: gene drive, genetic engineering
Societal impact: DIY, patents and intellectual property
Needs for expertise and debate
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Principe de l’édition du génome par CRISPR-Cas 9
(CRISPR)clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats
(crédit Laure Coulombel)
double brin d’ADN

Cas9 liée au guide ARN

Séquence PAM (protospacer adjacent motif)

Cassure double brin

Systèmes de réparation
cellulaires

Réparation non homologous end joining

Séquence complémentaire
de la séquence ADN choisie

crARN
tacrARN

Lien-boucle
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(fait de trois ARN différents)

introduit une séquence
d’ADN non fonctionnelle

recolle les morceaux de
façon non fonctionnelle

Réparation par recombinaison homologue

Copie une séquence à partir d’un patron ou du brin
non clivé (cassure simple brin)

Cas 9 = enzyme
endonucléase

Exemple d’un contrôle de l’environnement chromatinien d’un
gène par le couplage de Cas9 à un effecteur transcriptionnel
(crédit Laure Coulombel)
Le contrôle peut être
rendu inductible, par
exemple par la lumière

Transcription ON ou OFF

Séquence ADN
régulatrice

La transcription du gène est soit
activée, soit réprimée
Effecteur
transcriptionnel

Genome editing
• Concept associated with the word « editing »:
correction, enhancement, improvement but not
modification, alteration.
• Not new but easier, faster, cheaper and highly efficient.
• High speed growing field, race in science (including
credits for honors) and an economical challenge with IP
fights and big investments: may we control this rapid
and multiform dissemination?

Ethical issues
•
•
•
•
•

Human applications versus animal versus plants
Research versus medical and/or commercial use
Transmission/dissemination
Precautionary principle
I/ Application of this technology to humans, which
essentially raises the question of changes in the germ
line;
• II/ Application of this technology to animals, especially
to “harmful” species, which raises the question of a
possible lateral gene transfer and the emergence of
irreversible damage to biodiversity; additionnal: ethics
of animal experimentation (e.g. muscle dogs)
• III/ Risk of damage to the environment.
• IV/ Genetic Engineering: new definition of a GMO?

Technical risks
• On-target: create a mutation instead of a disruption
• Off-target: mutation in an untargeted site
• cleavage of a single DNA strand, which could become
uncontrolled and may induce mosaics or chimerism in
the progeny of the modified cell.
• the targeted mutation is counterbalanced by other
adaptations of genome expression, and that its
correction results in a new balance with unknown
effects.
• long-term consequences of the correction must be
assessed.

Ethical Issues Relative to Transmissible DNA
Sequence Changes: Direct Action on the
Inheritance of Certain Genetic Traits. Gene drives

Some ethical questions about gene drive
1- the risk of off-target effects of the inactivation of a gene other than
the targeted gene.
2- the risk of transversal diffusion of the guided gene which would
contaminate organism populations other than that of the targeted
population.
3- the environmental impact resulting from the eradication of a
“harmful” population/pathogenic to humans, but that may nonetheless
play an important role for biodiversity.
4- the risk of unwanted side effects of the guided gene for man
(appearance of other pathologies associated with guided gene).

Modification of the genome in the zygote stage
in animals and humans
European countries (15 out of 22 including France) have prohibited the
modification of the germ line, but the United States have not explicitly
forbidden this, even if in its April 29, 2015 press release, the NIH
emphasized the multiple rules of prohibition, while research being
continued with private funds. In China, the law does not prohibit it.

T. Ishii Germ line genome-editing socioethical
research and Its Implications Trends in
Molecular Medicine, August 2015, Vol. 21,
No. 8. Red: countries prohibit any
modification of the germ line by law. Rose:
countries where the ban is the subject of a
Recommendation (guidelines). Light gray:
countries with restrictive regulations. Dark
gray: countries where regulation is
ambiguous.
Note that Britain here shown in red
introduced legislation in 2015 authorizing a
kind of modification of the germ line as a
result of mitochondrial donation.

The well-understood precautionary principle
As highlighted by the European Commission: "The definition of the
principle should also have a positive impact at the international level so
as to ensure an appropriate level of environmental and health
protection during international negotiations."
Recourse to the principle falls within the general framework of risk
analysis which includes risk assessment, risk management and risk
communication.
The precautionary principle may be invoked when a phenomenon, a
product or a process :
• a) presents potentially dangerous effects
• b) is identified as such by a scientific and objective evaluation
• c) and in the event that the assessment does not determine the level
of risk with sufficient certainty.

Is the precautionary principle relevant to
CRISPR?
(1) the rapid breathtaking development of this technical development
coupled with insufficient coordination between the different actors
involved in this area;
(2) the current uncertainty about the risks of the technique insufficiently evaluated at present;
(3) uncertainty over the full impact of these changes on the embryo
and its subsequent development in children (we can not know before
an embryo is transferred);
(4) the risk of falling into a rationale that overemphasizes therapeutic
benefits for non-medically motivated uses and possibly "human
enhancement”.

Is the precautionary principle relevant to CRISPR?
(5) an inadequate assessment of the actual need to use these
techniques for correcting rare genetic diseases, and if the degree of
need is justified in accepting risk. If the zygote is the target cell,
following in vitro fertilization it is no longer technically possible to know
if it is a carrier or not of a particular disease in light of the fact that preimplantation genetic diagnosis is usually made on the third day at the 8cell stage. This means one would have to implement CRISPR on all
zygotes whether they are affected or not (50% in the case of autosomal
dominant disease, 75% for recessive diseases). The technique would
therefore only be more efficient than PGD in very rare cases when all
embryos are afflicted because one parent is homozygous for a
dominant disease or both parents are homozygous for a recessive
disease.
These rare cases involving particular groups of persons should be the
subject of a specific discussion apart.

Is the precautionary principle relevant to
CRISPR? (ctd)

(6) Philosophical issues: the bio-conservative
argument reminds us that the human genome is a
heritage of humankind, one that should not be modified, an
argument that is radically opposed to the transhumanist
argument that would seek to eradicate "bad genes", e.g.
APOE e4 gene associated with Alzheimer's disease.
Other voices consider that the human genome must be
respected as the result of a long history, and are also
concerned about underlying market forces that drive
these technological changes.
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Wrap-Up / Proposals
•

•
•

•

•

In the current context, a moratorium seems implausible because the idea does not
seem to be benefitting from the same international consensus as the 1975
Asilomar conference did.
– Bärbel Friedrich quoting the Leopoldina 2015 report « research should not
not be halted or hampered »
At the level of our research institutions there are no bio-security issues here that
have not already been considered for previous technologies targeting DNA.
But, it is not because the technic is easy that it should not go through a rigorous
benefit/risk evaluation
– Katherine Littler (Wellcome Trust) « nothing should be automatically ruled in
or out before it had been fully explored »
Call for a responsible use of the technic. We need to take care of public
expectation and of the present stage of knowledge: a lot remains to be proven.
– Anne-Sophie Lapointe (patients association) : “we are here for help and hope.”
DIY movement might need another consideration and scientists should engage
discussions with these groups to increase their understanding of potential harms
associated with DNA manipulation.

Wrap-Up / Proposals (ctd)
• Therefore we propose the following principles
1- Encourage research aiming to evaluate the efficacy and safety of CRISPR technology
in experimental non-human models that would allow on a case-by-case basis to
determine the risk/benefit ratio of a certain therapeutic application, including possibly
on germ cells and the embryo. This information is essential in order to define, in the
future, just exactly what may be permitted on humans in terms of therapeutic
approaches. We need to create the tools for CRISPR efficacy evaluation.
We need to set-up an international steering committee of experts to determine the
methods that will elaborate standards and references.
These methods and standards will evaluate
Acceptable level of off-targets
read-out for off-target, mosaïcism…
read-out for epigenetic effects
The Steering committee should co-opt stakeholders for an open and transparent
process

Wrap-Up / Proposals (ctd)

1.1- Multidisciplinary new approaches should be encouraged. Unusual combinations
for example (Patrice Debré suggestion), learning from evolution/coevolution to learn
more about transversal gene transfer and its impact on physiology (this should
emphasize also the presence of retrovirus and transposable elements in our genome)
On a general point of view we need to think systemic and to be aware of the
ecosystem instead of focusing only on one single gene,

1.2- Increase awareness of scientists (ERC files evoked by Dr Ferraz di Oliveira)

Wrap-Up / Proposals (ctd)
2- Pertinent difference should be applied between reproductive purpose or not, and
not between somatic versus germ line (in particular because advances in iPS
technologies permit now to derive germ cells after differentiation).
Position of Inserm Ethic Committee: Respect the prohibition of all germinal nuclear
genome modifications for reproductive purposes in the human species, and refuse any
request to change the French legal requirements until uncertainties concerning all
risks are clearly evaluated and only after a broader consultation including multiple
partners from the civil society. In the name of its own freedom and independence,
carrying out research must not necessarily mean immediate implementation in terms
of therapeutic innovation.
Position of the Nuffield Council: mitochondrial transfer (37 genes at a time) is now
allowed in UK, is there a difference for a single gene targeted modification?

Wrap-Up / Proposals
3- The potentially adverse effects of gene drive should be evaluated before any use
outside of a laboratory /open field and should fulfill containment rules already in place
for other genetic modifications. Evaluations should be done over long periods taking
into account the transmissibility of the gene-drive.
Measures of reversibility should be laid down for exhaust or adverse effects.
Such analysis and the development of multiple scenarios require the setting-up of
multidisciplinary teams combining expertise ranging from molecular biology, ecology
and various social sciences, with a careful evaluation of the long term benefit /risk
balance.

Wrap-Up / Proposals (ctd)
4- The same kind of approach should be implemented to genetic engineering.
Whether the regulation should be on the process by which GE organisms are made or
the GE products themselves (the living organisms or products derived from them)
recently emerged as a major issue.
Many citizens and stakeholders are currently striving to pass mandatory food-labeling
laws, ban certain GE products and create GE-free zones for growing food.
In the USA the regulation is based on the principle that it is the final product of GE
that potentially poses a risk to human health and the environment, not the process by
which the product is made.
However from a medico-scientific standpoint, the risk evaluation should take into
consideration also the process by which it is made. For example in human genetherapy trials, new methods for delivering genes do not use potentially harmful viral
vectors anymore.
Product versus process even with a scientific assessment is not enough considering
rational and emotional views of the various stakeholders. Since 2005, regulators in
Norway making decisions about whether a GE organism will be released into the
environment, consider the results of safety reviews, and whether participants of a
consultation process perceive that the organism provides a better option than
alternatives and contributes to sustainable agricultural practices.

Wrap-Up / Proposals (ctd)
5- Participate in any national and/or international initiatives that address the issues of
freedom of research and medical ethics without the exclusion of any
countries/nationalities, and which could make the difference in issues raised relative
to the application of CRISPR-cas9 laboratory research on the one hand, and clinical
application to humans on the other.

We need to be pro-active to prevent hijacking by extremists.
Face uncertainty: public has expectation and we should refrain from the ideology of
the promise
Open and transparent process
But we also have to face our biodiversity (Christiane Druml)
The Ethic committees should act as go-between/mediators (Dirk Lanzerath, Agnes
Saint-Raymond)

Wrap-Up / Proposals (ctd)
6- Draw attention to the more philosophical questions that juxtapose the
plasticity of living matter with the idea of human nature as being solely based
on biological invariants. The objective should be to raise awareness on
necessary distinctions to be made between utopian desires and dystopias that
certain therapeutic promises can provoke.
As such, ethical debates within the life sciences require the necessary
acculturation to our disciplines, and situate science at the heart of culture and
society as a whole. In this context, it is necessary to develop a process of
reflection, and we recommend to create a monitoring group led by voluntary
members of the European research Ethics Committees and scientists
interested in the societal aspects of genomic technologies.

We also spoke about terminology: the connotation « editing » is associated
with « better, improved, increased, .. » and may hide/prevent thinking about
the potential damage and irreversibility

And now?

•
•
•

•

•

As for the Wellcome Trust statement this should be the Initial step
We have heard of several meetings to come such as European
academies.
We should set-up a permanent European working group as soon as
possible with the present participants that would be the Initial working
group aiming at gathering more colleagues and stakeholders in the
close future, starting on the present conclusions…that should became
premises
François Hirsch and Inserm ethics committee may serve as the
reference point before this steering committee decides another way,
with Jennifer Merchant our interface with the academies postWashington process.
Next step might be already in Vienna (Austrian ethics committee
meeting early Sept 2016), Buenos Aires (GFBR meeting, Nov 2016),
Cap Town (H2020 TRUST project meeting 2017).

